Similarity invariants of certain families of Volterra operators acting in Z/ [0, 1] were first determined by Kalisch in [4] and [5] . Subsequently, Kantorovitz made an extensive study of perturbations of the form T a = M 4-aN, where M is the operation of multiplication by x, and N is the Volterra operator
\ (ii) iT a generates a strongly continuous group {T a (t) }; and (iii) this group satisfies certain growth conditions as a function of t. In the event that N is bounded, the group generation in (ii) is automatic. The unboundedness of N, however, raises the question of whether iT a is in fact the generator of a strongly continuous group. Standard perturbation theorems (for example, cf. [8, IX.2] ) indicate that group generation will no longer be the case for arbitrary a. Moreover, the crucial growth properties mentioned in (iii) no longer seem feasible, for ||7V|| enters into the estimates in a fundamental way. Consequently, the problem becomes considerably more difficult to formulate.
The purpose of this work, ultimately aimed at a viable formulation of the possible similarity invariance of Re a, is to establish a useful analogue of the group approach in [6] . A careful examination of that method reveals that "local" inequalities for semigroups could provide an adequate replacement, since semigroup generators are similar if and only if the semigroups are.
Our first result (Theorem 1) is that for \a\ sufficiently small, -T a generates a holomorphic semigroup in the right half-plane. In Theorem 2, we exploit the approximation of N by the family of bounded operators {R(t; -D) } €>0 , where D = N~\ to show that the semigroup {T a (X) }x>o generated by -T a is the limit, in the strong operator topology, of {^IW }\>o> generated by
Theorem 3 then uses this approximation to obtain local estimates of ||r a (X)jc|| for suitable x e X. We begin by recalling some of the terminology in [6] . (iii) A is a non-zero operator commuting with M and N.
(v) JV is M-Volterra with respect to A. For our purposes, the salient properties of N(Ç) are that it is a holomorphic semigroup of class (Q) on C + , with a strongly continuous boundary group Af(nj) on the imaginary axis. Moreover, Af(f) is of exponential type ^ < oo in C + ; i.e., ||#(J) || ^ tfé?" lfl , for Re f g 0.
We shall use these ideas in Proposition 3. Now, let M denote the operation of multiplication by x with maximal domain D(M) acting in X = Z/(0, oo), for 1 < p < oo, and let We begin with some technical results.
Proof. Let
where/ e Z/(0, OO), 1 â p ê oo, and a, 77 e C with Re a > 0. Then if We are now in a position to prove THEOREM and so -T a generates a semigroup TJÇ) that is holomorphic in the right half-plane; for each 6 < 77/2, ||r a (f) || is uniformly bounded in the sector larg fI ^ 0.
For \a\ sufficiently small, -T a = -(M + aN), with D(T a ) = D(M), generates a holomorphic semigroup T a (Ç) for
Remark. Theorem 1 is obviously valid for any M that generates a semigroup holomorphic in the right half-plane, and N that satisfies (1.1) for k = 1.
It is convenient at this point to introduce the "approximating family of semigroups" discussed in [3] . Let D = TV 
\\R(X; -T a )x -R(X; -Tfaïï = \\R(X; ~M){[I + aNR(\; ~M)]~l -[I + aR t R(X; ~M)]~{}x\\

S -||(/ + <xR € R(X; -M)){a(R e -N)R(X; -M) } X X (/ + aNR(X; ~M))x\\ = ~^r II ( R c ~ N)R(\; -M)(I + aNR(X; -M))x\\ X -^0 as € -^0
+ .
Convergence of the corresponding semigroups now follows from [8, Theorem 2.16].
Remark. The estimates \\T e a (X) || = K\, \\T a (X) || ^ AT] are actually valid
for all X with |arg X\ ^ 6, 0 < TT/2 (here K\ depends on 0), so that Vitali's convergence theorem yields the result of Theorem 2 for all X in the right half-plane; moreover, the convergence is uniform in any compact subset.
Notation. We let M(X) (X > 0) denote the semigroup generated by -M; note that this is not quite consistent with the notation T a (t) for the group generated by iT a that was used in [6] .
The next result is valid in a more general context. PROPOSITION 
Let N be M-Volterra with respect to A, and -M be the generator of a semigroup holomorphic in the right half-plane. Then for all nonnegative integers k, and real X
Proof. First, we note that if TV is M-Volterra with respect to A, then TV is -M-Volterra with respect to -A. Therefore by Theorem 1.2 (b) in [6] , we have that
[N, R(\; -M)] = ~AR(X; -M)N 2 R(X; -M), for X <E p(-M).
Proceeding 
is a semigroup (of class (C 0 ) ). It follows by induction that M(X)(I + XAN) k is, as well, provided A: is a positive integer. The statement about its generator is shown exactly as in [6, Theorem 1.3] . However, U k (X) (the semigroup generated by U k ) is clearly of finite type, so there exists A <E p(-T-k ) n p(U k ). But this forces the two operators to be equal, and we are done.
Returning to our more concrete setting, we have Proof. It suffices to note that for each € > 0, R^ is M-Volterra with respect to -/. In fact, R € satisfies the standing hypotheses for each € > 0 (cf. [3] ).
Set
D°°(M) = n D(M k ).
We now prove In conclusion, we make some comments regarding the difficulty in adapting additional techniques in [6] to this situation. In the proof of the inequality inf(l + c|f|r lfl ||7f(Oll >0 t in [6, Theorem 3.2] it was assumed that the result fails for some |£ 0 | > 1.
Of course, there is no longer any guarantee that -T% will generate a semigroup for |£ 0 I > 1, and so any result on similarity invariance of Re a will only be valid in a suitable strip of the complex plane. Although the full similarity result remains open, some of the difficulties inherent in its formulation and proof are brought into sharper focus by these results.
